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Abstract. Image classification based on machine learning is being com-
monly used. However, a classification result given by an advanced method,
including deep learning, is often hard to interpret. This problem of inter-
pretability is one of the major obstacles in deploying a trained model in
safety-critical systems. Several techniques have been proposed to address
this problem; one of which is RISE, which explains a classification result
by a heatmap, called a saliency map, that explains the significance of each
pixel. We propose MC-RISE (Multi-Color RISE), which is an enhance-
ment of RISE to take color information into account in an explanation.
Our method not only shows the saliency of each pixel in a given image as
the original RISE does, but the significance of color components of each
pixel; a saliency map with color information is useful especially in the do-
main where the color information matters (e.g., traffic-sign recognition).
We implemented MC-RISE and evaluate them using two datasets (GT-
SRB and ImageNet) to demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods in
comparison with existing techniques for interpreting image classification
results.

1 Introduction

As machine learning is widely applied to image classification, there is a surging
demand for the methods to explain classification results and visualize it. One
can use such an explanation to check whether a trained model classifies images
based on a rational and acceptable criterion, by which he or she can convince
various stakeholders that the model is readily deployed.

One of the most popular ways of the visualization is by a saliency map—
a heatmap overlayed on the original image that indicates which part of the
image contributes to the classification result [1–14]. Fig. 1 shows an example
of a saliency map generated by a method called RISE [4]. Given the image (a)
of a road sign “STOP” and a model that indeed classifies this image as a stop
sign, RISE generates the saliency map (b), which indicates the part of (a) that
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Fig. 1. Visual comparison between the saliency map of RISE [4] and the color sensi-
tivity maps generated by our proposed method (MC-RISE). Best viewed in color.

contributes to the classification result by a heatmap. From this saliency map, we
can figure out that the part of the sign surrounding the text “STOP” contributes
positively to the classification result.

Among the explanation methods proposed so far, model-agnostic techniques
such as LIME [1], SHAP [2], and RISE [4] generate a saliency map without
accessing the internal information of a model, treating it as a black box. Al-
though these procedures differ in their detail, they all share the following cen-
tral idea: They compute a saliency map for a classification result by perturbing
the given image and observing how the output of the perturbed image changes
from the original. Concretely, given an image I, a model M , and its classifi-
cation result, they compute a saliency map by (1) generating perturbed image
I1, . . . , IN from I by masking a part of it, (2) computing the classification result
M(I1), . . . ,M(IN ) for each perturbed image, and (3) comparing M(I) with each
M(Ii). If the output of a perturbed image with a specific part unmasked tends
to be the same as M(I), then this part is considered to be important.

Although these model-agnostic explanation techniques give valuable insights
about a classification result of an image, there is important information that
has been overlooked by these methods: colors. They compute a saliency map
indicating each pixel’s existence, but they do not take the color information of
a pixel into account. A color-aware explanation is effective especially in the ap-
plication domains in which the colors in an image convey important information
(e.g., traffic-sign recognition).

This paper proposes an extension of RISE [4] so that it generates a color-
aware saliency map. We extend the original RISE so that it can compute a
saliency map for each color of a given color set; we call our extended method
MC-RISE (Multi-Color RISE). Fig. 1 (c) shows the saliency maps generated
by MC-RISE. It consists of five heatmaps, each of which corresponds to the
significance of a certain color of each pixel; the associated color is shown above
each heatmap. We can figure out that the red color at the peripheral part of the
stop sign contributes much to the classification result, whereas the other colors
do not contribute as much as red.
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We also propose an enhancement to debias the original RISE. In our exten-
sion, the saliency of the pixels in an input image is close to 0 if it is irrelevant for
the classification result. Notice that the heatmaps in Fig. 1 (c) have value close
to 0 for the irreverent pixels, whereas the heatmap generated by the original
RISE in Fig. 1 (b) does not contain a pixel of value 0; it is hard to figure out
which part of the image is irreverent to the classification result from the latter
saliency map.

The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows. (i) We propose a
new model-agnostic explanation method for an image classifier,MC-RISE, which
generates color-aware saliency maps for the classifier’s decision. (ii) To improve
the interpretability of the saliency map, we propose a method to debias the
saliency map of RISE and incorporate it into MC-RISE. (iii) We qualitatively
and quantitatively compare our method to existing model-agnostic explanation
methods (LIME [1] and RISE [4]) in GTSRB [15] dataset and ImageNet [16]
dataset, and showed that our method can extract additional information which
can not be obtained by the existing methods, such as color-sensitivity.

Due to the space limitation, the proofs of theorems and several experimental
results are in a separate supplementary material.

2 Related Work

Explanation-generating methods for an image classifier proposed so far can be
categorized into the following two groups: (1) ones that treat a model as a black
box and (2) ones that treat a model as a white box. The former observes the
input–output relation in generating an explanation without using the internal
information of a model; whereas the methods in the latter group assume that
the internal information is accessible. As far as we know, our method is the
first explanation-generating method for black-box models that considers color
information in generating an explanation.

Many white-box methods compute a saliency map utilizing the classifier’s
gradient information. Grad-CAM [5] and its extension Grad-CAM++ [6] use
the gradient with respect to an intermediate feature map to obtain class-specific
weights for the feature map. Integrated gradient [7] and SmoothGrad [8] accu-
mulate the gradients with respect to modified input images in order to get a
more interpretable sensitivity map than a single gradient map. In [9–13], the
relevance map for an intermediate layer is back-propagated layer-by-layer from
the output layer to the input layer with a modified back-propagation rule.

However, it is pointed out that the explanation generated by gradient-based
methods are not necessarily faithful to the classifier’s decision process. Adebayo
et al. [17] shows that some gradient-based methods are nearly independent of the
classifier’s weight, and act like a model-ignorant edge detector rather than an
explanation of the classifier. [18–20] adversarially attack gradient-based methods
and can manipulate a saliency map without regard to the classifier’s output.
From these results, we expect that the methods based on the input–output
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relation are more faithful to the classifier’s actual behavior than gradient-based
methods.

Other white-box methods include optimization-based methods and attention-
based methods. In Meaningful perturbation [21], Extremal Perturbations [22],
and FGVis [23], the image region to add perturbation (e.g. blurring, masking)
are optimized by gradient descent with respect to an input image, and saliency
information is extracted from the perturbed region. In [24], a visual question
answering model with the attention mechanism is proposed and the attention
maps can be interpreted as the relevant parts in an image.

LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanation) [1] and SHAP [2] are
popular explanation-generating methods for a black-box image-classifier. Both
perturb the given image preprocessed into a set of superpixels, observe how
the output to the perturbed image, and generate an explanation based on the
change in the output. Although their merits are widely appreciated, it is known
that a generated explanation is not robust to how an image is decomposed into
superpixels [25]. Our extension proposed in this paper is based on RISE [4]
instead, which does not require a prior preprocessing of an input image. We will
explain RISE in detail in §3.

Some black-box methods are based on these black-box techniques. IASSA [14]
is an extension of RISE, which refines a saliency map by iteratively adapting the
mask sampling process based on the previous saliency map and attention map.
As extensions of the LIME framework, LORE [26] generates sample data with
a genetic algorithm and fits decision trees instead of the linear regression model
in LIME, and [27] incorporates the effect of higher-order interactions between
input features.

Other black-box methods include Anchors [28], which searches for the min-
imal feature set which is sufficient for a correct prediction, and CXPlain [29],
which trains the causal explanation model for the classifier’s behavior when some
input feature is removed.

3 RISE

This section explains an explanation-generating method RISE [4], which is the
basis of our method. For a detailed exposition, see Petsiuk et al. [4].

We first designate several definitions to define RISE. An image is a mapping
from a finite set Λ of pixels to R3. For an image i and a pixel λ, the tuple i(λ) ∈ R

3

is the RGB value of λ in i. We write I = { i | i : Λ→R
3 } for the set of images.

We also designate the finite set of labels L. We fix an image-classification model
M : I × L→[0, 1] throughout this paper; M(i, l) ∈ [0, 1] is the model confidence
in classifying i as l. For any i, we assume that

∑

l∈L
M(i, l) = 1.

A mask is an element of Λ→{0, 1}. A mask m represents an image trans-
formation that sets the RGB value of a pixel λ to (0, 0, 0) if m(λ) = 0; the
transformation keeps the original value of λ if m(λ) = 1 Therefore, the image
i⊙m that is obtained by applying the image transformation m to an image i is
defined by λ 7→ i(λ)×m(λ).
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Given an image i ∈ I and a label l ∈ L, we define the saliency map Si,l as
λ 7→ Em[M(i⊙m, l) | m(λ) = 1], where the expectation is taken over all the
possible masks. The intuition behind this definition is that λ can be considered
to positively contribute to the classification of i to l if the model confidence of
classifying the image to l remains high when λ is not masked.

Let X be a random variable whose value is a mask. Then, the definition of
Si,l(λ) is equal to

1

P [X(λ) = 1]

∑

m

M(i⊙m, l)×m(λ)× P [X = m] . (1)

This expression shows that we can compute Si,l(λ) by computing the model
confidence M(i⊙m, l) for every mask m that does not mask λ and taking the
weighted sum of these values.

Remark 1. In the actual implementation of RISE, the following optimizations
are often applied.

– It is prohibitively expensive to precisely computing the value of the expres-
sion (1). Therefore, Si,l is approximated by the Monte-Carlo method. We
randomly sample sufficiently many masks m1, . . . ,mN and compute

Si,l(λ) ≈
1

N

∑

n

mn(λ)

p
M(i⊙mn, l) . (2)

Here, p is P [X(λ) = 1],mn is the n-th mask, andN is the number of samples.
– RISE preprocesses a mask by bilinear interpolation before it applies the

mask to an image. This is based on the intuition that (1) the saliency of
a pixel is not binary and (2) a pixel that is close to an important pixel is
often important. After this optimization, a mask is an element of Λ → [0, 1]
instead of Λ → {0, 1}.

Our extensions proposed in this paper also uses these optimizations.

4 Debiased RISE and MC-RISE

This section describes our extension to RISE. As we mentioned in §1, our ex-
tension consists of two enhancements of RISE: (1) MC-RISE, which generates
color-aware saliency maps, and (2) debiasing saliency maps, which is a tweak to
the RISE procedure so that the value of an irrelevant pixel in a saliency map is
close to 0. We first present (2) in §4.1 and then (1) in §4.2.

4.1 Removing Bias from Saliency Maps

The range of the saliency values of a heatmap generated by RISE is highly
variable depending on an input image. For example, the values in the saliency
map at the first row in Fig. 4 (c) ranges from 0.016 to 0.023, whereas the one
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Fig. 2. Overview of our proposed method MC-RISE. An input image i(λ) is randomly
masked by given colors and the masked images i′(λ;mc

n
) are fed to the black-box model

M . Raw saliency maps are obtained by the weighted sum of the color masks mc
n
(λ, k),

where the weights are the output probabilities M(i′, l). Then a baseline map obtained

from non-masked pixel maps m
(0)
n (λ) is subtracted from them so that the saliency value

in image parts irrelevant to classification is aligned to zero.

at the third row ranges from 0.375 to 0.550. This variability of saliency values
degrades interpretability because it makes thresholding saliency value difficult:
There is no clear threshold to decide which pixel is positively important, which
is negatively important, and which is irrelevant.

To address this problem, we tweak the definition of RISE so that the saliency
value of an irrelevant pixel to be close to 0, a positively-important pixel to be
positive, and a negatively-important pixel to be negative; in other words, our
method generates a debiased saliency map. Concretely, we generate a saliency
map using the following definition instead of Equation (1):

SPN
i,l (λ) := Em[M(i⊙m, l)|m(λ) = 1]− Em[M(i⊙m, l)|m(λ) = 0] . (3)

Intuition behind Equation (3) is that we also need to use negative saliency
Em[M(i⊙m, l)|m(λ) = 0] of a pixel λ for the classification result l in computing
a saliency map, not only using the positive saliency Em[M(i ⊙m, l)|m(λ) = 1]
as RISE does. The expression Em[M(i ⊙ m, l)|m(λ) = 0] indeed expresses the
negative saliency of λ because its value becomes high if masking out the pixel λ
increases the model confidence on average over the masks. To give the saliency
as a single number, we calculate the difference of the positive saliency and the
negative saliency. As a result, the sign of SPN

i,l (λ) indicates whether positive or
negative saliency is dominant at a given pixel λ.

Calculating the difference of the positive saliency and the negative saliency
also makes the saliency value of an irrelevant pixel to be 0. We can prove that a
saliency map generated from Equation (3) is equipped with the following prop-
erty (for the proof, see Section C in the supplementary material):
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Proposition 1 (Irrelevant pixels). If, for all binary mask samples, the out-
put probability of class l from a black-box classifier M does not vary no matter
whether a pixel λ in the mask m is retained or masked (i.e. M(i⊙m, l)m(λ)=1 =
M(i⊙m, l)m(λ)=0), then SPN

i,l (λ) = 0.

This property justifies the following interpretation of SPN
i,l : A pixel whose

value of SPN
i,l is close to 0 has almost no effect on the classification result. It

is worth noting that (1) the sign of the value of SPN
i,l (λ) carries information on

whether the pixel λ positively/negatively significant for the classification of i to
l and (2) its absolute value expresses how significant λ is for the classification. In
the original RISE, we can observe only that λ is more/less positively significant
than another pixel λ′ in the image i if the value of Si,l(λ) is larger/smaller than
Si,l(λ

′). In §5.2, we empirically justify the above interpretation and argue that
these properties render the interpretation of our saliency map easier than the
one of the original RISE.

Equation (3) can be rewritten to the following equation that computes SPN
i,l

by a weighted sum over all masksm (see Section A in the supplementary material
for the detailed derivation):

SPN
i,l (λ) =

∑

m

m(λ)− p

p(1− p)
M(i⊙m, l)P [X = m] , (4)

where p = P [X(λ) = 1]. We approximate SPN
i,l by Monte Carlo sampling and

express it by the following equation:

SPN
i,l (λ) ≈

1

N

∑

n

mn(λ)− p

p(1− p)
M(i⊙mn, l) , (5)

where N is the number of mask samples and {mn}
N
n=1 are randomly-sampled

masks. We remark that Equation (5) is obtained from Equation (2) simply by

replacing mn(λ)
p

with mn(λ)−p

p(1−p) ; therefore, we can easily implement our debiasing

method by modifying the implementation of RISE.

4.2 Multi-Colored RISE (MC-RISE)

We next present MC-RISE, our extension to RISE that explains the color-wise
saliency of each pixel. The main idea of MC-RISE is to use a colored mask instead
of a binary mask that RISE uses. Then, we can compute the positive/negative
saliency of the given color component of a pixel from the response of the model
to the masked image. The pseudocode for MC-RISE is presented in Section F in
the supplementary material.

Color Masks We explain the method to generate color masks and color-masked
images in MC-RISE. We fix a set of colors c1, . . . , cK ∈ R

3 where each ci is a
3-tuple of color values in the RGB colorspace. We are to generate a saliency map
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for each ci. To this end, MC-RISE generates colored masks instead of the binary
masks that RISE uses. The saliency map is computed from the change in the
average model confidence for the color-masked image in a similar way to RISE.
We will explain the details of the saliency-map computation later.

To generate a colored mask, MC-RISE first generates a low-resolution color
mask mlow(λ, k) of the size h×w (which is smaller than the input image’s size),
where λ is the position of a pixel and k is the index for masking color in the color
set {ck}k. The low-resolution color mask mlow(λ, k) is generated as follows:

1. For each pixel, MC-RISE randomly decides whether it is masked or not with
a masking probability pmask.

2. For each pixel that is decided to be masked, MC-RISE chooses the color
used to mask it from the color set {ck}k with the uniform probabilities.

3. Then, the color mask mlow(λ, k) is defined as follows:

mlow(λ, k) =

{

1 if λ is masked with color k.

0 otherwise.
(6)

Then, mlow(λ, k) is converted to a high-resolution color mask mc(λ, k) by (1)
resizing mlow(λ, k) to the size H×W of input images using bilinear interpolation
and (2) shifting the resized mask by a random number of pixels from (0, 0) up
to (⌊H/h⌋, ⌊W/w⌋) (i.e., the size of a low-resolution pixel). We remark that the
computation of mc(λ, k) corresponds to the preprocessing of a mask in RISE
mentioned in Remark 1.

We also compute a non-masked pixel map m(0)(λ) by

m(0)(λ;mc) = 1−

K
∑

k=1

mc(λ, k) . (7)

m(0)(λ;mc) is 1 for non-masked pixels and 0 for masked pixels.
From a color mask mc and an input image i, the color-masked image i′(λ;mc)

is computed by i′(λ;mc) = i(λ)m(0)(λ;mc)+
∑K

k=1 ckm
c(λ, k). Because of Equa-

tions (6) and (7), this expression can be seen as the alpha blending of an input
image and the images uniformly filled with the masking colors {ck}k.

In Fig. 2, an example of a color mask mc(λ, k), a non-masked pixel map
m(0)(λ), and a color-masked image i′(λ;mc) are presented.

Color-aware Saliency Map The saliency map of MC-RISE is defined by

SMC
i,l (λ, k) := Emc∼Mc

[M(i′(λ;mc))|mc(λ, k) = 1]

−Emc∼Mc
[M(i′(λ;mc))|m(0)(λ) = 1] , (8)

where Mc denotes the probability distribution of color masks induced by the
above mask-generation procedure. SMC

i,l (λ, k) represents how sensitively the model’s
confidence in classifying an image i to class l responds when the pixel λ in an
input image is masked by the color ck.
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The debiasing method of a saliency map discussed in Section 4.1 is incorpo-
rated also into the definition of color saliency maps (Equation (8)), where the
baseline saliency map for non-masked pixels (Emc∼Mc

[M(i′(λ;mc))|m(0)(λ) =
1], corresponding to the effect of retaining the pixel λ) is subtracted from the
raw saliency maps (Emc∼Mc

[M(i′(λ;mc))|mc(λ, k) = 1], corresponding to the
effect of masking the pixel λ).

The formula to estimate a color saliency map with Monte Carlo sampling can
be derived in a similar way to §4.1 (see Section B in the supplementary material
for the detailed derivation);

SMC
i,l (λ, k) = Emc∼Mc

[(

mc(λ, k)

pmask/K
−

m(0)(λ)

1− pmask

)

M(i′(λ;mc))

]

≈
1

N

∑

n

(

Kmc
n(λ, k)

pmask
−

m
(0)
n (λ)

1− pmask

)

M(i′(λ;mc
n)) , (9)

where N is the number of mask sampling and {mc
n}

N
n=1 are color masks sam-

pled from the distribution Mc. In our implementation,
Kmc

n
(λ,k)

pmask
and

m(0)
n

(λ)
1−pmask

in Equation (9) are separately accumulated using the same samples of color
masks {mc

n}n; S
MC
i,l (λ, k) is computed by subtracting the weighted-sum of the

second term (baseline map) from that of the first term (raw saliency maps), as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Interpretation of Color Saliency Maps Since the debiasing method of §4.1
is incorporated into the definition of color saliency maps (Equation (8)), we can
interpret the sign of a color saliency map as a positive/negative effect on the
decision given by the model as we discussed in §4.1. However, because the sign
of a color saliency map represents the expected change in the model confidence
by color-masking a pixel λ, the interpretation of the sign of a saliency value is
different from the debiased RISE in §4.1, in which a saliency value represents the
effect of retaining original pixels. Therefore, we can interpret the color saliency
map SMC

i,l (λ, k) as follows:

– If SMC
i,l (λ, k) has a positive or negative value for all k, the model’s output

probability of class l should increase or decrease by any kind of color mask
at a pixel λ, respectively. This suggests that the original texture at pixel λ
is an obstacle or an important feature to the model, respectively, and its
overall color is not relevant to the model’s decision.

– If SMC
i,l (λ, k) ∼ 0 for all k, any kind of masking at the pixel λ should not

affect the model’s output. It means that the pixel λ is irrelevant to the
model’s decision.

– If SMC
i,l (λ, k) > 0 for some k, the model’s output probability of class l should

increase by masking the pixel λ with the color ck. This indicates that the
presence of the color ck at the pixel λ is an important feature for the model
to classify an image as class l, but the original image lacks this feature.
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– If SMC
i,l (λ, k) < 0 for some k, the model’s output probability of class l should

decrease by masking the pixel λ with the color ck. This suggests that the pixel
λ’s original color is an influential feature for the model to classify an image
as class l and masking it with the color ck degrade the model’s confidence
for class l.

– If SMC
i,l (λ, k) ∼ 0 for some k, color-masking the pixel λ with the color ck

should not affect the model’s output. It suggests that the color ck is similar
to the original color of the pixel λ from the viewpoint of the model, therefore
masking λ with other colors would affect the model’s output.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Settings

We use LIME [1] and RISE [4] as the baseline for the evaluation of our meth-
ods. We designated two kinds of models trained with different datasets for the
evaluation.

– Models trained with GTSRB [15] dataset: We trained (1) VGG-16 [30] model
with batch normalization and (2) ResNet-50 [31] model. We trained the
models for 90 epochs with momentum SGD using cross-entropy loss. We set
the learning rate to 10−1, the momentum to 0.9, and the weight decay to
5× 10−4; we decayed the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 in every 30 epochs.
We resized images to H ×W = 96× 96 pixels for training and evaluation.

– Models trained with ImageNet[16] dataset: We used the pretrained ResNet-
50 model provided by PyTorch [32] for the evaluation. We cropped and
resized images to H ×W = 224× 224 pixels for the evaluation.

For MC-RISE and RISE, the number of samples N was set to 8000 and the
masking probability was set to 0.5. For MC-RISE, we used the following five
colors: red (ck = (255, 0, 0) in the RGB colorspace), green (ck = (0, 255, 0)), blue
(ck = (0, 0, 255)), white (ck = (255, 255, 255)), and black (ck = (0, 0, 0)). For
LIME, the parameters that we used were the same as the original paper [1].

We also applied MC-RISE to a person re-identification model with metric
learning. See Section D in the supplementary material for details.

5.2 Results

Qualitative Evaluation of the Debiasing Method We qualitatively evalu-
ated the debiasing method presented in §4.1. Fig. 3 compares the saliency maps
of RISE and our debiased saliency map; we used ImageNet dataset to generate
these maps. In the saliency map generated by the original RISE (Fig. 3(b)),
the saliency values of the background regions—which should be irrelevant to the
decision of the model—largely differs depending on the input images both in
their absolute values and in their relative magnitude (i.e., pseudo-color in the
plots). In our debiased maps (Fig. 3(c)), the background regions of all the images
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Fig. 3. Visual comparison between (b)raw saliency maps of RISE[4] and (c)debiased
saliency maps calculated by our method. The parts of the image contributing pos-
itively/negatively to the output class have positive/negative intensity in (c), respec-
tively. The background regions irrelevant to the model’s output have near-zero intensity
in (c). Best viewed in color.

have the saliency values that are close to zero. These results demonstrate that
the debiased RISE computes a saliency map in which the saliency values of the
irrelevant regions are close to zero as we intend.

The saliency maps on the second and third rows in Fig. 3(c) shows that the
saliency values near the objects of the output class (i.e., Drum and Suit) are
positive and that the saliency values near the “noisy” objects (i.e., heart-shaped
weight and necktie) are negative. These behaviors are also in accordance with
the interpretation we presented in §4.1.

Qualitative Evaluation of MC-RISE Fig. 4 compares saliency maps gener-
ated by LIME [1], RISE [4], and our method MC-RISE; we used GTSRB dataset
to generate these saliency maps. The saliency values of MC-RISE on the third
row are not sensitive to the colors (i.e. the sign and the values of SMC

i,l (λ, k)
is similar for all k). As we mentioned in §4.2, this suggests that the texture
information is important for the model than the color information.

The saliency map of the image on the first row in Fig. 6 is sensitive to colors.
In this image, the saliency near the white arrow is negative for all the colors; this
suggests that the texture of this region (i.e., the arrow shape) is important for
the model. In contrast, the values near the peripheral region of the sign in the
green and the blue saliency maps are positive; this suggests that the blue-like
color of this region is important for the model’s decision. Notice that LIME nor
RISE can detect the sensitivity to colors; in fact, these parts identified as salient
in the green and the blue saliency maps are not necessarily identifiable in the
saliency maps generated by LIME and RISE.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the saliency maps in ImageNet dataset. Com-
pared to maps in the GTSRB dataset, many of the maps in the ImageNet dataset
have low color-dependency among the color saliency maps. This suggests that
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Fig. 4. Visual comparison among the saliency maps of (b) LIME [1], (c) RISE [4], and
(d) the color saliency maps of MC-RISE in the GTSRB dataset. The boxes in the top
row in (d) present the masking color used to obtain the maps in the same column. All
samples are correctly classified by the model. Best viewed in color.
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Fig. 5. Visual comparison among the saliency maps of (b) LIME [1], (c) RISE [4],
and (d)the color saliency maps of MC-RISE in the ImageNet dataset. All samples are
correctly classified by the model. Best viewed in color.

the model’s decision is more dependent on the detailed texture of objects than
on the color of image regions. In such cases, we can extract information about
positive or negative saliency from the color saliency maps. For example, in the
third-row samples in Fig. 5, color saliency maps are interpreted to mean that
the upper part of the image is important for the classification output (“Mobile
home” class), but the fences in the lower part of the image are reducing the
model’s confidence for the output class. From these observations, it is expected
that MC-RISE can extract more useful information in domains where the color in
image regions is highly important for classification, such as the GTSRB dataset,
than domains where detailed texture is important such as the ImageNet dataset.

Quantitative Evaluation of MC-RISE For the quantitative evaluation of
MC-RISE, we first would like to establish the evaluation metrics we use. We
adapt the deletion metric proposed by Petsiuk et al. [4]—which measures how
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Table 1. Evaluations of CA-deletion metric (lower is better) in LIME [1], RISE [4],
and MC-RISE (ours).

Dataset Model LIME RISE MC-RISE

GTSRB
VGG-16 0.1324 0.0664 0.0270
ResNet50 0.1294 0.0627 0.0204

ImageNet ResNet50 0.1146 0.1046 0.0980

well a saliency-map–based explanation of an image classification result localizes
the important pixels—to our color-aware setting.

To explain the deletion metric, let i be an image and M be a model. The
deletion metric is the AUC value of the plot of f where f(j) is the model con-
fidence of the image in which the 1st to the j-th important pixels are removed.
The lower the deletion metric is, the better the saliency map localizes the impor-
tant region; a lower metric value means that the model confidence drops rapidly
because the saliency map successfully points out the important pixels.

Our metric, called CA-deletion (color-aware deletion) is derived from the
deletion metric as follows. In the CA-deletion metric, pixels in an input im-
age are removed by masking them with the most sensitive color obtained from
the color saliency maps. Concretely, pixel λ is removed in the ascending or-
der of mink[S

MC
i,l (λ, k)] and the removed pixel is filled by the color ck where

k = argmink[S
MC
i,l (λ, k)]. The model confidence for the pixel-removed images are

plotted against the pixel-removal fractions; the CA-deletion value is the area-
under-curve (AUC) of the plot. If a color saliency map correctly captures the
model’s sensitivity to color masking, this removal method must be effective to
reduce the model confidence, resulting in a low value of the CA-deletion metric.1

Table 1 shows the evaluation result of MC-RISE in comparison with LIME
and RISE. MC-RISE consistently outperforms RISE and LIME especially by a
large margin in the GTSRB dataset. This indicates that MC-RISE can correctly
capture the color-dependent sensitivity of the model, and effectively localize
important pixels in an input image by using this information. The large margin
in the GTSRB dataset is in accordance with our expectation that MC-RISE is
especially effective in a domain, such as traffic sign classification, where color
information conveys important information.

Use Case: Error Analysis Using MC-RISE We demonstrate a use case
of MC-RISE for analyzing misclassified samples. Fig. 6 shows the color saliency
maps generated by MC-RISE for a sample in GTSRB dataset that is misclassified
by our model. The input is an image of a “Priority road” sign, whereas our model
misclassified it as a “No vehicles” sign.

1 Notice that other common metrics (e.g., pointing game) are not appropriate for
evaluating MC-RISE because these metrics focus on the positional saliency; they do
not consider the color saliency.
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Fig. 6. Error analysis example in the GTSRB classification model with MC-RISE.
Sensitivities for a red color mask at the center of the sign are opposite for the output
class (No Vehicle) and the GT class (Priority road). It suggests that the absence of red
color at the sign center is the cause of the error. Best viewed in color.

The saliency maps for the output “No vehicles” class show that the colors
other than white at the center part of the sign have a negative effect in classifying
this image as “No vehicles”. This suggests that, if the color of the center part
were not white, then this image would not be classified as “No vehicles” class.

In contrast, in the saliency maps of the GT class (i.e., “Priority road” sign),
the saliency map for red color has a strong positive value at the center of the sign,
suggesting that the confidence of “Priority Road” class would largely increase
if the color of the central part were red. From the above observations, we can
hypothesize that the cause of the error is the absence of red color at the center
of the sign (possibly due to overexposure). As one can observe, the information
obtained by MC-RISE in addition to that obtained by the other methods, such
as color-sensitivity or negative saliency, is indeed useful to explore the cause of
the misclassification, especially when there is no objects which clearly hinder the
correct decision of the model in an input image.

6 Conclusion

We proposed two extensions of a model-agnostic interpretation method RISE [4].
One is debiased RISE; it computes a saliency map in which the saliency of an
unimportant pixel is close to 0; this makes the interpretation of a saliency map
easier than RISE. Another is MC-RISE, which computes color-wise saliency; a
saliency map for a color c computed by MC-RISE explains the saliency of the
color c in each pixel. Such color-wise saliency is useful in application domains
such as road sign recognition, in which colors convey significant information. We
empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of our extensions.

We plan to extend our idea to use other features than colors; for example,
by using masks that blur a part of an image, we expect that we can generate a
saliency map that explains the significance of the clarity of the region.
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